






Recording the radio
Preparation: Insert an MD.

Tune to the required station.

Select “MANU” with [MARKING].
Insert the track marks where required during recording (see
below) or with the editing functions after recording.
Recording is still possible if “AUTO” is selected but you will
not be able to add track marks during recording.

Press [REC].
The deck goes into the recording standby mode and the [s]
indicator starts flashing. “Normal REC” and the remaining
time on the MD flash on the display.

Press [ s].
Recording starts.

To stop recording
Press [ ¡].
Recording is complete after the message “UTOC Writing” stops
flashing on the display.
Do not disconnect the unit from its power source while this message
is flashing. This can cause the recording to be erased and damage
the disc.

To pause recording
Press [ ].

The deck goes into the recording standby mode and the [s]
indicator starts flashing. If “AUTO” was selected in step 2, a track
mark is added.
Press [s] to resume recording.

Adding track marks while recording (when “MANU” is
selected)
Press [REC] where the track mark is required.
These marks can be removed after recording with the editing
functions.
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Your attention is drawn to the fact that recording pre-recorded
tapes or discs or other published or broadcast material may
infringe copyright laws.

Volume and sound quality
Recordings are unaffected by changes to volume and sound
quality.

To display the remaining time on the MD
Press [DISP/CHARA] on the remote control.



Recording CDs
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One touch recording (AI EDIT)

This function automatically records up to 24 tracks from the CD onto
the MD as long as the time remaining on the MD allows.
Track marks are inserted automatically.

Preparation: Insert an MD and CD

Press [CD EDIT].
“AI EDIT MD” is shown on the display and recording starts.

To stop editing
Press [ ¡] on the MD deck or CD player.
Both sections stop, “UTOC Writing” flashes on the display and when
“EDIT OUT” appears on the display recording is complete.
Do not disconnect the unit from its power source while this message
is flashing. This can cause the recording to be erased and damage
the disc.

Recording programmed tracks
On the remote control
1. Press [CD].
2. Press [PROGRAM].
3. Select the tracks with the numbered buttons.
On the MD deck
4. Press [CD EDIT].

Recording CD Text discs
The titles from the CD can be recorded easily onto the MD.
After recording CD text discs, the display automatically shows
the text editing display (a).
To enter the text as it is:
On the remote control
Press [ENTER].
To clear the titles:
Press [ ¡].
The titles can be changed with the text editing functions after
recording is finished.
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Recording CDs

Preparation: Insert an MD and CD.

Select the marking mode with [MARKING].
AUTO: Track marks are automatically recorded from the CD.
MANU: Insert the track marks where required during
recording (see below) or with the editing functions after
recording.

Press [REC].
The deck goes into the recording standby mode and the [s]
indicator starts flashing. “Normal REC” and the remaining
time on the MD flash on the display.

Press [ s] on the CD player.
Recording starts.

To stop recording
EITHER
Press [ ¡] on the CD player.
The CD stops but the MD deck goes into recording standby mode.
OR
Press [ ¡] on the MD player.
Recording stops but the CD continues playing.
Recording is complete after the message “UTOC Writing” stops
flashing on the display.
Do not disconnect the unit from its power source while this message
is flashing. This can cause the recording to be erased and damage
the disc.

To pause recording
EITHER
Press [ ] on the CD player.
The CD and MD deck pause. Press [s] on the CD player to resume
recording.
OR
Press [ ] on the MD deck.
The MD pauses but the CD continues playing. If “AUTO” was
selected in step 1, a track mark is added.

Adding track marks while recording (when “MANU” is
selected)
Press [REC] where the track mark is required.
These marks can be removed after recording with the editing
functions.

Recording programmed tracks
1. Press [CD].
2. Press [PROGRAM].
3. Select the tracks with the numbered buttons.
4. Follow the procedure for manual recording.

Recording CD Text discs
The titles from the CD can be recorded easily onto the MD.
While a track is being recorded
1. Press [TEXT EDIT].
2. Press [ENTER].
The titles can be changed with the text editing functions after
recording is finished.
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Manual recording
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Dividing tracks - DIVIDE
This function allows you to manually add track marks.
You can edit a recording of a radio program or divide a symphony
into its separate movements.
Adding track marks will not interrupt sound.

Make sure the disc is record enabled.

Play the track you want to divide.

Press [EDIT] to select “DIVIDE ?.”
Each time you press the button:
DIVIDE ? ¤MOVE ? ¤COMBINE ? ¤TRACK ERASE ? ¤
current display
“COMBINE ?” will not be displayed if you are playing track
number 1.

Press [ENTER] at the approximate point you
want the track mark to go.
A four second segment of the track, beginning at the selected
point, is played repeatedly.

Press [ / ] or [ / ]  to adjust the
point.
Adjustments can be made between –128 and +127,
approximately 8 seconds either side of the original point.

Press [ENTER].
“DIVIDE OK ?” flashes on the display.
If you wish to cancel press [ ¡] now, or you can readjust the
position with [ / ] or [ / ].

Press [ENTER] to confirm the new track mark
position.
Play stops and “UTOC Writing” flashes on the display. When
this stops flashing the new track mark has been entered.

Stopping part way through
Press [ ¡] at any point.

To remove the track mark again
Use COMBINE.

If you divide a titled track, the part after the new track mark
becomes untitled.
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Moving tracks - MOVE
This function allows you to permanently change the order tracks are
played in.

Make sure the disc is record enabled.

Play the track you want to move, or select it with [ / ] or
[ / ] while the player is stopped.

Press [EDIT] to select “MOVE ?”.
Each time you press the button:
DIVIDE ? ¤MOVE ? ¤COMBINE ? ¤TRACK ERASE ? ¤
current display
“DIVIDE ?” is only displayed if the track is playing.

Press [ENTER].
The current number of the track is shown and the new
position flashes to the right of it.

Press [ / ] or [ / ] to select the new
track number.

Press [ENTER].
The old track number and new track number flash on the
display.
If you wish to cancel press [ ¡] now.

Press [ENTER] to confirm the new track
number.
Play stops and “UTOC Writing” flashes on the display. When
this stops flashing the new track number has been entered.

To cancel part way through
Press [ ¡].

To return the track to its original position
Repeat the above steps, selecting the track’s original number in
step 4.
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Combining tracks - COMBINE
This function removes track marks so the tracks either side
effectively become one track.

Make sure the disc is record enabled.

Play the track that comes after the track mark you want to remove,
or select it with [ / ] or [ / ] while the player is
stopped.

Press [EDIT] to select “COMBINE ?”.
Each time you press the button:
DIVIDE ? ¤MOVE ? ¤COMBINE ? ¤TRACK ERASE ? ¤
current display
“DIVIDE ?” is only displayed if the track is playing.
“COMBINE ?” will not be displayed if you are playing track
number 1.

Press [ENTER].
The track numbers to be combined flash on the display.
You can change the tracks to be combined at this stage by
pressing [ / ] or [ / ].

Press [ENTER].
If you are playing a track, the unit plays a segment of music
starting eight seconds before the old track mark and
continuing eight seconds after it.
If you wish to cancel press [ ¡] now.

Press [ENTER] to confirm the combination.
Play stops and “UTOC Writing” flashes on the display. When
this stops flashing the track mark has been removed and the
two tracks now are counted as one.

To cancel part way through
Press [ ¡].

To divide the tracks again
Use DIVIDE.

If you combined titled tracks, the combined track retains only the
title of the first track.
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Erasing tracks and creating 
blank discs

Unneeded tracks can be erased and the available recording time
can be increased.
Make sure the disc is record enabled.

Play the track you want to erase, or select it with [ / ] or
[ / ] while the player is stopped.

Press [EDIT] to select “TRACK ERASE ?”.
Each time you press the button:
DIVIDE ? ¤MOVE ? ¤COMBINE ? ¤TRACK ERASE ? ¤
current display
“DIVIDE ?” is only displayed if the track is playing.

Press [ENTER].
The track number flashes on the display.
You can change the track to be erased at this stage by
pressing [ / ] or [ / ].

Press [ENTER].
“ERASE OK ?” flashes on the display.
If you wish to cancel press [ ¡] now.

Press [ENTER] to erase the track.
Play stops and “UTOC Writing” flashes on the display. When
this stops flashing the track has been erased. The tracks
after it move back to fill the space so there is no missing track
number after a track is erased.

To cancel part way through
Press [ ¡].
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Erasing tracksA

This creates a blank disc.

Make sure the disc is record enabled.

While the disc is stopped

Press [EDIT].
“ALL ERASE ?” flashes on the display.

Press [ENTER].
“ERASE OK ?” flashes on the display.
If you wish to cancel press [ ¡] now.

Press [ENTER] to erase the disc.
“UTOC Writing” flashes on the display. When this stops
flashing the disc has been erased and “BLANK DISC” is
shown on the display.

To cancel part way through
Press [ ¡].
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